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Appropriate responding to threat and reward is essential to survival. The nucleus accumbens core (NAcc) is known to sup-
port and organize reward behavior. The NAcc is also necessary to fully discriminate threat and safety cues. To directly reveal
NAcc threat firing, we recorded single-unit activity from seven female rats undergoing pavlovian fear discrimination. Rats
fully discriminated danger, uncertainty, and safety cues, and most NAcc neurons showed the greatest firing change to danger
and uncertainty. Heterogeneity in cue and reward firing led us to identify distinct functional populations. One NAcc popula-
tion signaled threat, specifically decreasing firing to danger and uncertainty cues. A separate population signaled
Bidirectional Valence, decreasing firing to the danger cue (negative valence), but increasing firing to reward (positive va-
lence). The results reveal the NAcc to be a source of threat information and a more general valence hub.
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Significance Statement

The nucleus accumbens core (NAcc) is synonymous with reward. Yet, anatomy, neurotoxic lesions, and optogenetic manipu-
lation implicate the NAcc in threat. Here, we directly revealed NAcc threat firing by recording single-unit activity during mul-
ticue fear discrimination. Most cue-responsive NAcc neurons markedly altered firing to threat cues. Finer analyses revealed a
NAcc population signaling threat, specifically decreasing firing to danger and uncertainty cues; and a NAcc population signal-
ing Bidirectional Valence, increasing firing to reward but decreasing firing to the danger cue. The results reveal the NAcc to
be a source of threat information and a valence hub.

Introduction
Appropriate responding to reward and threat is essential to sur-
vival. Rather than leave encounters with positive and negative va-
lence events to chance, animals form predictions about their
occurrence. The nucleus accumbens plays a well established role
in learning about and organizing behaviors toward positive va-
lence outcomes and their predictive cues, particularly for food
rewards (Baldo and Kelley, 2007; Carlezon and Thomas, 2009;
Basar et al., 2010; Mannella et al., 2013; Klawonn and Malenka,
2018). The nucleus accumbens is primarily composed of two func-
tionally and anatomically distinct subregions: the core and the shell
(Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992). The nucleus accumbens
core (NAcc) is central to reward-related behavior. NAcc lesions or

pharmacological manipulations decrease responding to reward-pre-
dictive cues (Parkinson et al., 1999a, 2000; Di Ciano et al., 2008;
Floresco et al., 2008; Blaiss and Janak, 2009; Chaudhri et al., 2010;
Ambroggi et al., 2011; Corbit and Balleine, 2011; Fraser and Janak,
2017). NAcc neurons encode various aspects of reward (Roesch et
al., 2009; Krause et al., 2010; McGinty et al., 2013; Sugam et al.,
2014; Sicre et al., 2020). For example, NAcc neurons show greater
firing increases in response to a reward-predictive cue compared
with a neutral cue (Cerri et al., 2014) and preferentially respond to a
discriminative stimulus that signals reward availability via firing
excitations and inhibitions (Nicola et al., 2004; Ambroggi et al.,
2011). In addition to signaling palatability (Roitman et al., 2005;
Taha and Fields, 2005), NAcc neurons track relative reward value
across a variety of conditions, showing firing increases to outcome
presentation that scale to the value of a reward (Ottenheimer et al.,
2018).

The NAcc is also necessary for learning and behavior pertain-
ing to negative valence. Discrimination procedures using sucrose
and quinine outcomes have found that a substantial portion of
nucleus accumbens neurons acquire firing to quinine and its
predictive cue (Setlow et al., 2003; Roitman et al., 2005).
Accumbens lesions centered on the core disrupt the increased
latencies of “go” responses to quinine cues (Schoenbaum and
Setlow, 2003). Further, brief optogenetic simulation of the
accumbens can induce approach, while prolonged stimulation
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can induce avoidance (Soares-Cunha et al., 2020). Negative
valence tastes, such as quinine, and their predictive cues pro-
duce a highly specific suite of behavioral and orofacial
responses (Grill and Norgren, 1978; Kerfoot et al., 2007;
Berridge, 2019). Whereas footshock-associated cues produce a
distinct suite of defensive behaviors: freezing, hyperventila-
tion, piloerection, suppression of reward-related behavior,
and more (Estes and Skinner, 1941; Bolles, 1970; Bolles and
Collier, 1976; Bouton and Bolles, 1980). It is unclear how indi-
vidual NAcc neurons respond to cues under the threat domain
of negative valence.

The NAcc has not been viewed as a major node in the threat
network of brain. This title is often bestowed on the amygdala
(LeDoux et al., 1990; Campeau and Davis, 1995; Killcross et al.,
1997; Koo et al., 2004). While the amygdala is undoubtedly im-
portant, threat learning and behavior is normally the product of
a much larger network (Beck and Fibiger, 1995; Vetere et al.,
2017; Morrow et al., 2021). This network includes traditional
“reward” regions (Reynolds and Berridge, 2002; Pauli et al., 2015;
Bouchet et al., 2018; Groessl et al., 2018; Cai et al., 2020;
Piantadosi et al., 2020; Stephenson-Jones et al., 2020; Moaddab
et al., 2021; Moaddab and McDannald, 2021). The NAcc receives
a prominent, direct projection from the basolateral amygdala
(Christie et al., 1987; Kita and Kitai, 1990; Brog et al., 1993).
Footshock-associated cues and contexts increase NAcc immedi-
ate early gene expression (Beck and Fibiger, 1995; Thomas et al.,
2002). Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence implicating
the NAcc in a variety of threat processes (Iordanova et al., 2006;
Martinez et al., 2008; Badrinarayan et al., 2012; Budygin et al.,
2012; Wenzel et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2020). However, studies
aimed at determining the role of NAcc in fear using traditional
cued and contextual conditioning procedures have produced
conflicting results (Parkinson et al., 1999b; Levita et al., 2002;
Schwienbacher et al., 2004; Wendler et al., 2014).

The NAcc is necessary to scale fear to degree of threat (Ray et
al., 2020). Using a conditioned suppression procedure consisting
of cues predicting unique footshock probabilities [danger
(p=1.00), uncertainty (p=0.25), and safety (p= 0.00)], we have
shown that the NAcc is necessary to acquire complete fear dis-
crimination. We further uncovered a specific role for the NAcc
in the acquisition and expression of rapid uncertainty–safety dis-
crimination. Here, we set out to reveal NAcc threat firing. We
recorded single-unit activity from female rats undergoing fear
discrimination. First, we sought to reveal whether NAcc neurons
are responsive to threat cues. If so, we could then determine the
specificity and diversity of NAcc threat firing. Last, using sup-
pression of rewarded nose poking as our fear measure allowed us
to compare threat and reward-related firing. Our behavior/re-
cording approach allowed us to uncover signals specific to threat,
as well as signals for Bidirectional Valence (Stephenson-Jones et
al., 2020; Vento and Jhou, 2020; Moaddab et al., 2021).

Materials and Methods
The recording/fear discrimination approach is based on prior work from
our laboratory (Moaddab et al., 2021).

Subjects
Seven female Long–Evans rats were bred in the Boston College Animal
Care Facility. Behavioral testing took place in adulthood when rats
weighed 215–300 g. Rats were single housed on a 12 h light/dark cycle
(lights on at 6:00 A.M.) with free access to water. Rats were maintained
at 85% of their free-feeding body weight with standard laboratory chow
(18% Protein Rodent Diet #2018, Harlan Teklad Global Diets), except

during surgery and postsurgery recovery. All protocols were approved
by the Boston College Animal Care and Use Committee, and all experi-
ments were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of
Health guidelines regarding the care and use of rats for experimental
procedures.

Electrode assembly
Microelectrodes consisted of a drivable bundle of 16 25.4-mm-diameter
Formvar-Insulated Nichrome Wire (catalog #761500, A-M Systems)
within a 27 gauge cannula (catalog #B000FN3M7K, Amazon Supply)
and two 127-mm-diameter paraformaldehyde (PFA)-coated, annealed
strength stainless steel ground wires (catalog #791400, A-M Systems).
All wires were electrically connected to a Nano Strip (catalog #A79042-
001, Omnetics Connector Corporation) on a custom 24-contact, individ-
ually routed, and gold-immersed circuit board (San Francisco Circuits).
The 16-wire bundle was integrated into a microdrive permitting
advancement in;42mm increments.

Surgery
Aseptic, stereotaxic surgery was performed under isoflurane anesthesia
(1–5% in oxygen). Carprofen (5mg/kg, s.c.) and lactated Ringer’s solu-
tion (10 ml, s.c.) were administered preoperatively. The skull was
scoured in a crosshatch pattern with a scalpel blade to increase surface
area. Six screws were installed in the skull. A 1.4-mm-diameter craniot-
omy was performed to remove a circular skull section centered on the
implant site, and the underlying dura was removed to expose the cortex.
Nichrome recording wires were freshly cut with surgical scissors to
extend ;2.0 mm beyond the cannula. Just before implant, current was
delivered to each recording wire in a saline bath, stripping each tip of its
formvar insulation. Current was supplied by a 12 V lantern battery, and
each Omnetics connector contact was stimulated for 2 s using a lead.
Machine grease was placed around the cannula and microdrive. For im-
plantation dorsal to the NAcc, the electrode assembly was slowly
advanced (;100mm/min) to the following coordinates relative to
bregma: 11.44 mm anterior, �1.40 mm lateral, and �6.00 mm ventral
from the cortex. Once in place, stripped ends of ground wires were
wrapped around two screws, and screws were advanced to contact cor-
tex. The microdrive base and a protective head cap were cemented in
place with orthodontic resin (catalog #C 22–05-98, Pearson Dental
Supply), and the Omnetics connector was affixed to the head cap.

Behavioral apparatus
All experiments were conducted in two behavioral chambers housed in
sound-attenuating shells. Behavioral chambers had aluminum front and
back walls retrofitted with clear plastic covers, clear acrylic sides and top,
and a stainless steel grid floor. Each grid floor bar was electrically con-
nected to an aversive shock generator (Med Associates) through a
grounding device. The grounding device permitted the floor to be always
grounded except during shock delivery. An external food cup and a cen-
tral port, equipped with infrared photocells, were present on one wall.
Auditory stimuli were presented through two speakers mounted on the
ceiling of enclosure. Behavior chambers were modified to allow for free
movement of the electrophysiology cable during behavior, plastic fun-
nels were epoxied to the top of the behavior chambers with the larger
end facing down, and the tops of the chambers were cut to the opening
of the funnel.

Nose poke acquisition
Rats were pre-exposed to the experimental pellets in their home cages
(Bio-Serv). Rats were then shaped to nose poke for pellet delivery in the
behavior chamber using a fixed ratio schedule in which one nose poke
yielded one pellet. Over the next 5 days, rats were placed on variable
interval (VI) schedules in which nose pokes were reinforced on average
every 30 s (VI-30, day 1) and 60 s (VI-60, days 2 through 5). Nose pokes
were reinforced on a VI-60 schedule throughout fear discrimination in-
dependent of cue and shock presentation. We use the VI-60 reinforce-
ment schedule, rather than a fixed ratio schedule, to promote consistent
nose poking across the session and between individuals. Stable nose
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poking allows a precise measure of fear with conditioned suppression
(Kamin et al., 1963; McAllister, 1997; Piantadosi et al., 2020).

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Before surgery, each rat received eight 54 min pavlovian fear discrimina-
tion sessions. Each session consisted of 16 trials, with a mean intertrial
interval of 3.5min. Auditory cues were 10 s repeating motifs of patterned
beep, broadband click, phaser, or trumpet (listen or download: http://
mcdannaldlab.org/resources/ardbark). Each cue was associated with a
unique footshock probability (0.5mA, 0.5 s), as follows: danger, p= 1.00;
uncertainty, p=0.25; and safety, p=0.00. Auditory identity was counter-
balanced across rats. For danger and uncertainty shock trials, footshock
was administered 2 s following cue offset. A single session consisted of
four danger trials, two uncertainty shock trials, six uncertainty omission
trials, and four safety trials, with order randomly determined by the

behavioral program (Fig. 1A,B). After the
eighth discrimination session, rats were given
ad libitum food access and implanted with
drivable microelectrode bundles. Following
surgical recovery, discrimination resumed
with single-unit recording. The microelec-
trode bundles were advanced in steps of;42–
84mm every other day to record from new
single units during the following session.

Single-unit data acquisition. During re-
cording sessions, a 1� amplifying head stage
connected the Omnetics connector to the
commutator via a shielded recording cable
(head stage: catalog #40684–020; cable: cata-
log #91809–017, Plexon). Analog neural activ-
ity was digitized and high-pass filtered via
amplifier to remove low-frequency artifacts and
then were sent to the OmniPlex D Acquisition
System (Plexon). Behavioral events (cues,
shocks, nose pokes, and rewards) were con-
trolled and recorded by a computer running
Med Associates software. Time-stamped events
from Med Associates were sent to the
OmniPlex D Acquisition System via a dedicated
interface module (catalog #DIG-716B, Med
Associates). The result was a single file (.pl2)
containing all time stamps for recording and
behavior. Single units were sorted offline using
principal components analysis and a template-
based spike-sorting algorithm (Offline Sorter
V3, Plexon). Time-stamped spikes and events
(cues, shocks, nose pokes, rewards) were
extracted and analyzed with statistical routines
in MATLAB.

Histology. Rats were deeply anesthetized
using isoflurane, and final electrode coordi-
nates were marked by passing current from a
6 V battery through 4 of the 16 nichrome
wires. Rats were transcardially perfused with
0.9% biological saline and 4% paraformalde-
hyde in a 0.2 M potassium phosphate-buffered
solution. Brains were extracted and postfixed
in a 10% neutral-buffered formalin solution
for 24 h, stored in 10% sucrose/formalin, fro-
zen at �80°C, and sectioned via microtome.
Nissl staining was performed to identify NAcc
boundaries. Sections were mounted on coated
glass slides, Nissl stained, coverslipped with
OmniMount Mounting Medium (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and imaged using a light
microscope (model Axio Imager Z2, Zeiss).

Verifying electrode placement. Passing
current through the wire permitted tip loca-
tions to be identified in brain sections. In
addition, wire tracks leading up to tips were

visible. Starting with the electrode tips, the driving path of the electrode
through the brain was calculated backward. Only single units obtained
from recording locations inside of the tear-shaped region surrounding
the anterior commissure (Paxinos and Watson, 2007) were considered
to be in the NAcc (Fig. 1D,E), and therefore only these single units were
included in analyses.

Bootstrap confidence intervals. The 95% bootstrap confidence inter-
vals (CIs) were constructed for suppression ratios, normalized firing
rates, and beta coefficients using the bootci function in MATLAB.
Bootstrap distributions were created by sampling the data 1000 times
with replacement. Studentized confidence intervals were constructed,
with the critical outputs being the mean, lower bound, and upper bound
of the 95% bootstrap confidence interval. The 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals were used to compare suppression ratios and normalized firing

Figure 1. Fear discrimination, histology, and behavior. A, Pavlovian fear discrimination consisted of three auditory cues,
each associated with a unique probability of footshock: danger (p= 1.00, red), uncertainty (p= 0.25, purple), and safety
(p= 0.00, blue). B, Each trial started with a 20 s baseline period followed by 10 s cue period. Footshock (0.5 mA, 0.5 s) was
administered 2 s following the cue offset in shock and uncertainty shock trials. Each session consisted of 16 trials: 4 danger tri-
als, 2 uncertainty shock trials, 6 uncertainty omission trials, and 4 safety trials with an average intertrial interval (ITI) of
3.5 min. C, Mean6 SEM suppression ratios to danger (D; red), uncertainty (U; purple), and safety (S; blue) cues are shown for
the initial eight fear discrimination sessions. D, Example of a Nissl-stained NAcc (outlined in black) section showing the location
of the recording site within the boundaries of the NAcc. E, Histologic reconstruction of microelectrode bundle placements
(n= 7) in the NAcc are represented by pink bars, bregma levels indicated. F, Mean (bar) and individual (data points, n= 7)
baseline nose poke rate (B; black) is shown for each rat. G, Mean (bar) and individual subject (data points, n= 7) suppression
ratio for each cue (D, red; U, purple; S, blue) is shown. 195% bootstrap confidence interval for differential suppression ratio
does not contain zero. H, Correlation matrices among individual baseline nose poke rate (B), cue suppression ratio (D, red; U,
purple; S, blue), and overall discrimination (danger suppression ratio – safety suppression ratio) are depicted. Color scale for
correlation coefficient (R) is shown to the right, with perfect positive correlation dark red (R= 1) and perfect negative correla-
tion dark blue (R = �1). *Pearson’s correlation, p, 0.05. Mean individual suppression ratios are shown in Extended Data
Figure 1-1, and session� session individual suppression ratios are shown in Extended Data Figure 1-2.
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rates between cues, as well as to zero. The 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals were also used to compare beta coefficients between regressors
and to zero. Null-hypotheses stating that no differences were observed in
any case were supported when zero fell within the upper and lower
bounds of the of the 95% bootstrap confidence interval. Differences were
said to be observed when the 95% bootstrap confidence interval did not
contain zero.

Calculating suppression ratios. Fear was measured by suppression of
rewarded nose poking, calculated as the following ratio: [(baseline nose
poke rate – cue nose poke rate)/(baseline nose poke rate 1 cue nose
poke rate)]. The baseline nose poke rate was taken from the 20 s before
cue onset (Fig. 1F), and the cue poke rate from the 10 s cue period.
Suppression ratios were calculated for each trial using only the baseline
of that trial. A ratio of 1 indicated high fear, 0 indicated low fear,
and gradations between them indicated intermediate levels of fear.
Suppression ratios were analyzed using ANOVA with cue (danger,
uncertainty, safety) and session (1–8; Fig. 1C) or cue (Fig. 1G) as a factor.
F statistic, p value, partial eta squared (hp

2), and observed power (op) are
reported for significant main effects and interactions. Mean individual
baseline nose poke rates and suppression ratios were visualized using
the plotSpread function in MATLAB (https://www.mathworks.com/
matlabcentral/fileexchange/37105-plot-spread-points-beeswarm-plot).

Behavior correlation matrix. Relationships among individual base-
line nose poke rate, cue suppression ratio (danger, uncertainty, safety),
and overall discrimination (danger suppression ratio – safety suppres-
sion ratio) were determined by calculating the R and p values for
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Fig. 1H).

Identifying cue-responsive neurons. Single units were screened for
cue responsiveness by comparing mean firing rate (in hertz) during the
10 s baseline period just before cue onset, to mean firing rate (in hertz)
during the first 1 s and the last 5 s of danger, uncertainty, and safety
using a paired, two-tailed t test (p, 0.05). The 1 s and the last 5 s of cue
presentation were selected because these time windows best captured
NAcc firing patterns. A single unit was considered to be cue responsive
if it showed a significant increase or decrease in firing from baseline to
danger, uncertainty, or safety during the first 1 s or the last 5 s interval.
Bonferroni correction was not performed because this criterion was too
stringent, resulting in obviously cue-responsive neurons being omitted
from analysis.

Firing and waveform characteristics. The following characteristics
were determined for our three main populations: baseline firing rate (in
hertz), coefficient of variance, and waveform peak–valley duration (see
Fig. 3). Baseline firing rate was the mean firing rate (in hertz) during the
10 s period just before cue onset. Coefficient of variance was calculated
by [SDISI/X ISI], in which SDISI was the SD of interspike interval, and X ISI

was the mean interspike interval. Coefficient of variance is a relative
measure of the variability of spike firing, with small values indicating less
variation in interspike intervals (more regular firing), and large values
indicating more variability (less regular firing; Saeb-Parsy and Dyball,
2003; Moaddab et al., 2015). Waveform peak–valley duration was the x-
axis distance between the valley of depolarization and the peak of after-
hyperpolarization, with smaller values indicating narrow waveforms
(Gage et al., 2010; Gittis et al., 2011; Vachez et al., 2021).

K-means clustering. Clustering was performed using the MATLAB
kmeans function. The firing rate of all cue-responsive neurons (n= 193)
was summarized in a 193-neuron � 6-epoch matrix. The six firing
epochs were mean onset (first 1 s) and late cue (last 5 s) firing for danger,
uncertainty, and safety—the same periods used for selecting cue-respon-
sive units. Clustering was performed seven times, incrementing from
one to seven clusters. The primary result of clustering was the cluster
membership of each neuron and the mean of the squared Euclidean dis-
tance between each cluster member and the cluster centroid. Cluster
number was optimized to produce the fewest number of clusters and the
smallest mean Euclidean distance of each cluster member from its
centroid.

z-score normalization. For each neuron, and for each trial type, firing
rate (in hertz) was calculated in 250 ms bins from 20 s before cue onset
to 20 s following cue offset, for a total of 200 bins. Mean firing rate over
the 200 bins was calculated by averaging all trials for each trial type.

Mean differential firing was calculated for each of the 200 bins by sub-
tracting mean baseline firing rate (10 s before cue onset), specific to that
trial type, from each bin. Mean differential firing was z-score normalized
across all trial types within a single neuron, such that the mean firing= 0,
and SD in firing= 1. The z-score normalization was applied to firing
across the entirety of the recording epoch, as opposed to only the base-
line period, in case neurons showed little/no baseline activity. As a result,
periods of phasic, excitatory, and inhibitory firing contributed to nor-
malized mean firing rate (0). For this reason, z-score normalized baseline
activity can differ from zero. The z-score normalized firing rate was ana-
lyzed with ANOVA using cue and bin as factors. F and p values are
reported, as well as hp

2 and op. To avoid contamination by cue and
shock deliveries, reward-related firing was extracted from intertrial inter-
vals, when no cues or footshocks were presented. Although not explicitly
cued through the speaker, each reward delivery was preceded by a brief
sound caused by the advance of the pellet feeder. For reward-related fir-
ing (time locked to pellet feeder advance), normalized firing rate was cal-
culated in 250ms bins from 2 s before 2 s following advancement of
pellet feeder, for a total of 16 bins. The mean differential firing rate was
calculated for each of the 16 bins by subtracting pre-reward firing rate
(mean of 1 s before reward delivery).

Nose poke cessation events were identified by selecting a single nose
poke followed by at least 2 s with no further pokes. Nose poke cessation-
related firing was extracted from the intertrial interval, a period when no
cues or footshocks were presented. For nose poke cessation firing, the
normalized firing rate was calculated in 250 ms bins from 2 s before to 2
s following the identified nose poke, for a total of 16 bins. Examining
this period ensures a nose poke rate of 0 in the final 2 s. Mean differential
firing was calculated for each of the 16 bins by subtracting the pre-nose
poke cessation firing rate (mean of 1 s before nose poke cessation).

Heat plot and color maps. Heat plots were constructed from the nor-
malized firing rate using the imagesc function in MATLAB (Fig. 2,
Extended Data Fig. 2-1). Perceptually uniform color maps were used to
prevent visual distortion of the data (Scientific Colour Maps, version
4.0.0; https://www.fabiocrameri.ch/colourmaps/).

Population and single-unit firing analyses. Cue firing was analyzed
using ANOVA with cue (danger, uncertainty, safety) and bin (250 ms
bins from 2 s before cue onset to cue offset) as factors (see Figs. 4, 5).
Uncertainty trial types were collapsed because they did not differ. This
was expected because during cue presentation rats did not know the cur-
rent uncertainty trial type. F statistic, p value, hp

2, and op values are
reported for main effects and interactions. The 95% bootstrap confi-
dence intervals were reconstructed for normalized firing rate to each cue
(compared with 0), as well as for differential firing rate (danger vs uncer-
tainty; uncertainty vs safety; danger and uncertainty vs safety; and dan-
ger vs uncertainty and safety) during cue onset (first 1 s cue interval)
and late cue (last 5 s cue interval). The distribution of single-unit firing
was visualized using the plotSpread function for MATLAB. Reward fir-
ing was analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA with bin (250 ms
bins, from 2 s before to 2 s following advancement of pellet feeder) as a
factor (see Fig. 9A–D). The 95% bootstrap confidence intervals were
reconstructed for normalized firing to reward during pre-reward deliv-
ery (250ms before reward delivery) and post-reward delivery (first
250ms following reward delivery; compared with zero), as well as
for differential firing (pre-reward delivery vs post-reward delivery).
Relationships between cue firing (danger, 10 s cue; safety, the first 1 s
cue) and reward (see Fig. 9E–G), as well as cue firing (danger, 10 s cue;
safety, the first 1 s cue; see Fig. 9H–J) were determined by calculating the
R2 and p values for Pearson’s correlation coefficient. A similar analysis
was performed for nose poke cessation firing (see Fig. 10).

Tuning curve. Single-unit, linear regression was used to determine
the cue-firing pattern best describing each neuron (see Fig. 7). Five sepa-
rate regression analyses were performed. For each, all 16 trials (4 danger,
8 uncertainty, and 4 safety) from a single session were ordered by type.
For each single unit, the mean normalized firing rate for each 10 s cue
was calculated. The cue pattern regressor assigned values to each trial
type. The values for danger (1.00) and safety (0.00) were fixed. A tuning
curve was constructed by systematically increasing the value assigned to
uncertainty from 0 to 1 in 0.25 steps (0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00).
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Regression (using the regress function in MATLAB) required a separate,
constant input. The regression output was the beta coefficient for each
cue pattern regressor, quantifying the strength (greater distance from
0= stronger) and direction (.0 =positive) of the predictive relationship
between cue pattern regressor and single-unit firing at each uncertainty
assignment level. The peak (for cue-excited single units) and trough (for
cue-inhibited single units) of the tuning curve was the uncertainty
assignment with the most extreme, mean beta coefficient value.

Single-unit linear regression. Linear regression was used to determine
the degree to which single units signaled fear output and exaggerated
threat before and across cue presentation. The z-score normalized firing
rate was calculated in 1 s bins from 2 s before cue onset through cue pre-
sentation (12 total bins). The fear output regressor was the suppression
ratio for the entire cue, for that specific trial. The cue pattern regressor
used 1.00 for danger and 0.00 for safety and the uncertainty assignment
reflecting the peak or trough of the tuning curve for that population.
The regression output was the beta coefficient for each regressor (fear
output, exaggerated threat), quantifying the strength (greater distance
from 0= stronger) and direction (.0= positive) of the predictive

relationship between each regressor and single-
unit firing. ANOVA was used to analyze beta
coefficients, with regressor (fear output, exag-
gerated threat) and bin (12, 1 s) as factors (see
Fig. 8A,C,E).

Pitman–Morgan test. The Pitman–Morgan
test is used to compare within-cluster variance
in cue firing (safety vs danger, safety vs uncer-
tainty; see Fig. 4F, left). The p values are
reported for each test.

Hartigan’s Dip Statistic. Hartigan’s Dip
Statistic is used to test whether the baseline fir-
ing rate (in hertz), coefficient of variance, and
waveform peak–valley duration of each func-
tional cluster had more than one mode in their
distribution (Fig. 3). The p values are reported
for each test, with p, 0.05 rejecting the null hy-
pothesis that a distribution contained one
mode, supporting the interpretation of a bi-
modal distribution.

Firing similarity analyses. For each neuron,
mean normalized firing rates were calculated
for danger, uncertainty, and safety (12, 1 s bins:
2 s before cue onset to cue offset). Firing simi-
larity was quantified for each cue pair, for each
neuron using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
The result was an R value for each neuron–cue
pair: danger versus uncertainty, uncertainty versus
safety, and danger versus safety. ANOVA for R
value was performed with cluster and comparison
as factors. Within- and between-cluster post hoc
comparisons were performed with Bonferroni t
tests (see Fig. 6).

Data availability
The full electrophysiology dataset will be
uploaded to http://crcns.org/ on acceptance for
publication. Med Associates programs used for
behavior andMATLAB programs used for behav-
ioral analyses are freely available at our laboratory
website: http://mcdannaldlab.org/resources.

Results
Female Long–Evans rats (n=7) were mod-
erately food deprived and trained to nose
poke in a central port to receive a food
reward. Nose poking was reinforced
throughout fear discrimination, but poke–
reward contingencies were independent of
cue–shock contingencies. During fear dis-

crimination (Fig. 1A,B), three auditory cues predicted unique
footshock probabilities: danger (p= 1.00); uncertainty (p= 0.25);
and safety (p=0.00). Fear was measured with the suppression ra-
tio, which was calculated by comparing nose poke rates during
baseline and cue periods. A suppression ratio of 1 indicates com-
plete nose poke suppression during cue presentation, 0 indicates
no suppression, and values between 1 and 0 indicate gradations
of suppression. Rats acquired discrimination over the first eight
sessions, showing high suppression in response to danger, inter-
mediate suppression in response to uncertainty, and low sup-
pression in response to safety (Fig. 1C). ANOVA for suppression
ratios [factors: cue (danger, uncertainty, safety) and session (1–
8)] found a main effect of cue (F(2,12) = 24.49, p= 6.00� 10�5,
hp

2 = 0.80, op= 1.00), and a cue� session interaction
(F(14,84) = 4.57, p=5.00� 10�6, hp

2 = 0.43, op= 1.00). Rats were
next implanted with drivable, 16-wire microelectrode bundles

Figure 2. Heat plot of cue-responsive neurons. Mean normalized firing rate for each cue-responsive neuron (n= 193) for
each of the three trial types (danger, uncertainty, and safety) in 250 ms bins (2 s before cue onset to 2 s following cue off-
set), as well as reward (2 s before to 2 s following reward delivery). Cue onset (on), offset (off), and reward are indicated by
black arrows. All cue-responsive neurons are sorted by their responses to cues [ThE, Threat Excited (n= 5, black); ThI, Threat
Inhibited (n= 26, gray); DE, Danger Excited (n= 55, pink); BV, Bidirectional Valence (n= 91, tan); NS, Non-Selective
(n= 16, black)]. Color scale for normalized firing rate is shown to the left. A normalized firing rate of zero is indicated by the
color black, with the greatest increases indicated by light red and the greatest decreases indicated by light blue. Alternative
clustering heat plots are shown in Extended Data Figure 2-1.
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dorsal to the NAcc. Following recovery, single-unit activity was
recorded during fear discrimination. At the conclusion of re-
cording, rats were perfused, brains were sectioned, and electrode
placements were confirmed with Nissl staining (Fig. 1D). Only
placements within the NAcc, defined by a tear-shaped region
surrounding the anterior commissure, were accepted (Fig. 1E).

A total of 368 NAcc single units were recorded from seven
rats over 95 fear discrimination sessions. To identify cue-respon-
sive single units in an unbiased manner, we compared the mean
baseline firing rate (in hertz; 10 s before cue presentation) to the
mean firing rate (in hertz) during the first 1 s and last 5 s of cue
presentation. A single unit was considered cue responsive if it
showed a significant firing change (increase or decrease) from
baseline in response to danger, uncertainty, or safety during ei-
ther the first 1 s or the last 5 s cue period (paired, two-tailed t
test, p, 0.05). The first 1 s and last 5 s of cue presentation were
selected because these time windows best captured NAcc firing
patterns. This screen identified 193 cue-responsive single units
(;53% of all units recorded) from 82 sessions, with at least seven
cue-responsive single units identified in each rat (Extended Data
Fig. 1-1).

Rats showed complete discrimination during the sessions in
which cue-responsive single units were recorded (mean individ-
ual suppression ratio data are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1-1;
session by session individual suppression ratio data are shown in
Extended Data Fig. 1-2). Baseline nose poke rates were similar
(Fig. 1F), and fear discrimination was observed across all seven
rats (Fig. 1G). Suppression ratios were high in response to dan-
ger, intermediate in response to uncertainty, and low in response
to safety. ANOVA for mean individual suppression ratio
revealed a main effect of cue (F(2,12) = 57.41, p= 7.18� 10�7,
hp

2 = 0.91, op= 1.00). Suppression ratios differed for each cue
pair. The 95% bootstrap confidence interval for differential sup-
pression ratio did not contain zero for danger versus uncertainty
[mean= 0.21; 95% CI, (lower bound) 0.16, (upper bound) 0.29],
for uncertainty versus safety (mean= 0.47; 95% CI, 0.35, 1.03),
and danger versus safety (mean= 0.69; 95% CI, 0.50, 1.25).

To reveal possible relationships between reward seeking and
“fear,” we examined relationships among individual baseline
nose poke rate, cue suppression ratio (danger, uncertainty,
safety), and overall discrimination (danger suppression ratio –
safety suppression ratio; Fig. 1H). There was no relationship

Figure 3. Firing and waveform characteristics of cue-responsive neurons. A, i, ii, Histograms depict the distribution of the firing rate (in hertz, Hz) during a 10 s baseline period just before
cue onset for Threat Inhibited (n= 26, gray), Danger Excited (n= 55, pink), and Bidirectional Valence (n= 91, tan) neurons. B, i, ii, Identical graphs made for the coefficient of variance for
Threat Inhibited, Danger Excited, and Bidirectional Valence neurons. C, i, ii, Histogram (left) and bar graph (right) depicts the distribution of the waveform peak–valley duration (in milliseconds,
ms) for Threat Inhibited, Danger Excited, and Bidirectional Valence neurons. Black dashed lines divide neurons into narrow (small values) and wide (large values) waveforms.
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between baseline nose poke rate and suppression in response to
any cue or to overall discrimination (all |R| , 0.73, all p. 0.06).
Discrimination was largely the product of reduced safety sup-
pression ratios. In support, there was a significant negative rela-
tionship between overall discrimination and safety suppression
ratio (R = �0.98, p=1.41� 10�4). Although fear was measured
using conditioned suppression based on nose poke rates, the rate
of baseline nose poking was unrelated to the degree to which
cues suppressed nose poking.

NAcc neurons show heterogeneous cue firing
Single-unit firing patterns varied considerably, as did the direc-
tion and magnitude of their response. Firing heterogeneity indi-
cated that NAcc single units could be divided into discrete,
functional populations. To identify these populations, we sum-
marized normalized firing rate in a 193 single unit � 6 epoch
matrix. The six epochs were mean normalized firing rates taken
from the first 1 s and last 5 s of danger, uncertainty, and safety
presentation. We applied k-means clustering to the matrix and
found that five clusters grouped similar functional types
(Extended Data Fig. 2-1). To visualize firing patterns, we organ-
ized single units by cluster and plotted mean single-unit danger,
uncertainty, safety, and reward firing (Fig. 2). The complete fir-
ing pattern of each cluster—considering cue and reward—led us
to conclude that each functional population signaled a unique
type of information: threat, danger, and Bidirectional Valence.
Analyses are designed to systematically reveal these firing
patterns.

Threat Excited neurons (n=5; Fig. 2, row 1) and Threat
Inhibited neurons (n=26; Fig. 2, row 2) showed equivalent firing
changes in response to danger and uncertainty, and lesser firing
changes in response to safety. Danger Excited neurons (n=55;
Fig. 2, row 3) and Bidirectional Valence neurons (n=91; Fig. 2,
row 4) showed modest firing changes in response to danger, but
lesser firing changes in response to uncertainty and safety. Non-
Selective neurons (n= 16; Fig. 2, row 5) showed firing increases
that did not differentiate the cues. Threat Excited neurons (n=5)
were observed in only two of seven subjects, with four single
units coming from one subject. Thus, we are not confident that
these single units are representative of the NAcc. Threat
Inhibited neurons were obtained from four of seven subjects,
Danger Excited neurons from six of seven subjects, and
Bidirectional Valence neurons from all seven subjects. Our pri-
mary analyses focused on NAcc-representative populations
showing differential cue firing (n=172; Threat Inhibited, Danger
Excited, and Bidirectional Valence neurons) and the fear dis-
crimination sessions (n=79) in which they were recorded.

We sought to determine whether Threat Inhibited, Danger
Excited, and Bidirectional Valence neurons were likely com-
posed of different neuron types. Previous studies have used base-
line firing rate, coefficient of variance, and waveform peak–valley
duration to distinguish NAcc medium spiny neurons (MSNs)
from fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs; Berke et al., 2004; Berke,
2008; Gage, 2010; Yarom and Cohen, 2011; Sosa et al., 2020;
Vachez, 2021). In our fear discrimination procedure, baseline fir-
ing rate was taken from a period when rats were poking for and
consuming food rewards, making baseline firing rate and coeffi-
cient of variance poor indicators of firing at rest. Further, we
observed unimodal distributions for baseline firing rate
(Hartigan’s Dip Statistic = 0.013, p=1.00; Fig. 3A,i,ii) and coeffi-
cient of variance (Hartigan’s Dip Statistic = 0.016, p= 0.99; Fig.
3B,i,ii) across all 172 neurons. We therefore focused on wave-
form peak–valley duration, which would be less contaminated by

behavior (Fig. 3C,i,ii). Narrow waveforms are indicative of FSIs,
while wide waveforms are indicative of projecting MSNs.
Consistent with recordings coming from a mix of FSIs and
MSNs, we observed a bimodal distribution for waveform peak–
valley duration across all 172 neurons (Hartigan’s Dip Statistic:
test could not provide a specific p value, but instead returned
0.00). Single units tended to fall at the distribution extremes: nar-
row or wide waveforms. We then applied Hartigan’s Dip Statistic
to each population, determining whether it was primarily com-
posed of narrow or wide waveforms, or a mix of both.

Wide waveforms, putative MSNs, were more common among
Threat Inhibited neurons (Fig. 3C). A bimodal distribution, indi-
cating a mix of MSNs and FSIs, was only detected if an uncor-
rected p value was used (Hartigan’s Dip Statistic = 0.096,
p= 0.035). Danger Excited neurons (Fig. 3C,i) showed a unimo-
dal distribution (Hartigan’s Dip Statistic = 0.06, p=0.18), with
most single units exhibiting narrow waveforms, typical of FSIs.
Bidirectional Valence neurons (Fig. 3C,ii) showed a bimodal dis-
tribution (Hartigan’s Dip Statistic = 0.11, p=0.00; test could not
provide specific p value), with an approximately 50/50 split
between narrow and wide waveforms (a mix of putative FSIs and
MSNs). Single-unit function is likely related to neuron type (an
observation we return to in the Discussion).

NAcc populations show distinct danger and uncertainty
firing patterns
Having uncovered distinct NAcc functional populations, we
sought to reveal the specific cue firing patterns of each. For each
population, we performed ANOVA for normalized firing rate
[factors: cue (danger, uncertainty, safety) and interval (250 ms
bins, from 2 s before cue onset to cue offset)]. Confirming differ-
ential firing, ANOVA for Threat Inhibited neurons (n=26)
revealed a main effect of cue (F(2,50) = 37.84, p=9.83� 10�11, hp

2 =
0.60, op=1.00), interval (F(47,1175) = 11.51, p=8.23� 10�68, hp

2 = 0.32,
op=1.00), and a significant cue � interval interaction (F(94,2350)=
4.95, p=7.61� 10�45, hp

2 = 0.17, op=1.00). Population activity
suggests equivalent firing decreases in response to danger and uncer-
tainty that exceeded firing decreases in response to safety (Fig. 4A).
In support, Threat Inhibited neurons showed greater firing
decreases in response to threat cues (danger and uncertainty)
compared with safety at onset (mean = �0.47; 95% CI, �0.63,
�0.32; Fig. 4B, left), and during late cue (mean = �0.44; 95%
CI, �0.60, �0.20; Fig. 4B, right). Firing decreases in response
to danger and uncertainty did not differ at onset (mean =
�0.01; 95% CI, �0.11, 0.12) or during late cue (mean = �0.02;
95% CI, �0.14, 0.12). Threat-inhibited neurons showed equiva-
lent firing decreases in response to danger and uncertainty that
exceeded those in response to safety throughout cue presentation.

Confirming differential cue firing for Danger Excited neurons
(n= 55; Fig. 4C), ANOVA revealed a main effect of cue (F(2,106) =
13.05, p= 9.00� 10�6, hp

2 = 0.20, op= 1.00) and interval
(F(47,2491) = 7.12, p=1.17� 10�41, hp

2 = 0.12, op= 1.00), and a
significant cue � interval interaction (F(94,4982)= 2.23, p= 1.87�
10�10, hp

2 = 0.04, op= 1.00). Firing was maximal in response to
danger and fully discriminated the three cues at onset (danger vs
uncertainty: mean= 0.22; 95% CI, 0.11, 0.33; uncertainty vs
safety: mean= 0.21; 95% CI, 0.07, 0.33; Fig. 4D, left). As cue pre-
sentation proceeded, firing increases were selective in response
to danger, whereas uncertainty and safety firing were minimal
and equivalent. In support, Danger Excited neurons showed dif-
ferential firing in response to danger compared with the mean of
uncertainty and safety during late cue presentation (mean= 0.17;
95% CI, 0.07, 0.27; Fig. 4D, right). Danger Excited neuronal
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firing initially discriminated all cues before
becoming specific to the danger cue.

Bidirectional Valence neurons (n=91)
were the most abundant functional type,
accounting for ;47% of cue-responsive
NAcc neurons. To reveal whether these neu-
rons also showed differential firing that was
more specific to danger, we first performed
ANOVA. Confirming differential firing (Fig.
4E), ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of cue (F(2,178) = 8.90, p= 2.07� 10�4,
hp

2 = 0.09, op= 0.97), interval (F(47,4183) =
3.98, p=4.49� 10�18, hp

2 = 0.04, op= 1.00),
and a significant cue � interval interaction
(F(94,8366)= 1.45, p= 0.003, hp

2 = 0.02,
op= 1.00). Confirming more selective danger
firing, Bidirectional Valence neurons showed
danger firing decreases that exceeded uncer-
tainty and safety decreases at onset (mean =
�0.13; 95% CI, �0.22, �0.03; Fig. 4F, left), as
well as late cue (mean = �0.09; 95% CI,
�0.16,�0.02; Fig. 4F, right).

As a population, Bidirectional Valence neu-
rons showed minimal safety firing. However,
inspection of the single units (Fig. 4F, left)
revealed considerable variation in safety onset
firing, with some neurons showing large safety
firing increases. There was greater variability in
onset safety firing compared with either danger
(Pitman–Morgan test, p=0.0087) or uncer-
tainty onset firing (Pitman–Morgan test,
p=0.0046). Bidirectional Valence neuronal fir-
ing distinguished danger from uncertainty and
safety throughout cue presentation, though
neurons varied in their safety onset firing.

Threat Excited and Non-Selective
population
Though not our focus, we show complete firing
for Threat Excited and Non-Selective neurons
(Fig. 5). ANOVA for Threat Excited neurons
(n=5) revealed a main effect of interval
(F(47,188) = 19.75, p=1.99� 10�51, hp

2 = 0.83,
op=1.00) and a significant cue� interval inter-
action (F(94,376) = 1.46, p=0.008, hp

2 = 0.27,
op=1.00). Threat Excited neurons (Fig. 5A)
showed greater firing increases to threat cues
(danger and uncertainty) compared with safety
at onset (mean=0.90; 95% CI, 0.30, 12.58; Fig.
5B, left), but not during late cue (mean=0.39;
95% CI, �1.08, 1.11; Fig. 5B, right). ANOVA for Non-Selective
neurons (Fig. 5C) found neither a main effect of cue (F(2,30) = 3.04,
p=0.063, hp

2 = 0.17, op=0.55) nor a cue � interval interaction
(F(94,1410) = 1.19, p=0.11, hp

2 = 0.07, op=1.00). Nonselective firing
increases in response to threat cues (danger and uncertainty) did
not differ from safety at onset (mean=0.07; 95% CI, �0.22, 0.36;
Fig. 5D, left), or during late cue (mean=0.17; 95% CI, �0.09, 0.46;
Fig. 5D, right).

Threat Inhibited neurons show greatest temporal firing
similarity
Previous analyses reveal that Threat Inhibited neurons fire more
similarly in response to danger and uncertainty than Danger

Excited and Bidirectional Valence neurons. Perhaps Threat
Inhibited neurons also show more similar temporal firing patterns
in response to danger and uncertainty over cue presentation.
Inspired by representational similarity analyses (Kriegeskorte et
al., 2008; Ritchey et al., 2013), we devised a firing similarity analy-
sis. To do this, we divided the mean normalized firing rate for
each cue into 12, 1 s bins (2 s before cue onset through 10 s cue
presentation). We correlated the normalized firing rate over this
12 s period for each neuron–cue pair using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. The firing similarity for each population was deter-
mined using the R value for each neuron–cue pair (Fig. 6A–C).

Threat Inhibited neurons showed the greatest firing similarity
in response to danger and uncertainty (Fig. 6D). Danger/uncer-
tainty firing similarity exceeded the similarity for uncertainty/

Figure 4. Differential firing by cue-responsive neurons. A, Mean normalized firing rate to danger (D; red), uncertainty
(U; purple), and safety (S; blue) is shown from 2 s before cue onset to cue offset for the Threat Inhibited neurons
(n= 26, gray). Cue onset and offset are indicated by vertical black lines. SEM is indicated by shading. B, Mean (bar) and
individual (data points) normalized firing rate for Threat Inhibited neurons during onset (the first 1 s cue, left) and late
cue (the last 5 s cue, right) are shown for each cue (D, U, S). Colors maintained from A. C–F, Identical graphs made for
Danger Excited (n= 55, pink) and Bidirectional Valence neurons (n= 91, tan), as in A and B. 195% bootstrap confi-
dence interval for differential cue firing does not contain zero; ‡Pitman–Morgan test, p, 0.05.
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safety and danger/safety. Further, danger/uncertainty firing simi-
larity by Threat Inhibited neurons exceeded that for Danger
Excited (Fig. 6E) and Bidirectional Valence neurons (Fig. 6F). In
support, ANOVA for R value [factors: population (Threat
Inhibited, Danger Excited, Bidirectional Valence) and compari-
son (danger vs uncertainty, uncertainty vs safety, and danger vs
safety)] revealed significant main effects of population (F(2,169)=
3.34, p= 0.038, hp

2 = 0.04, op= 0.63) and comparison (F(2,338)=
26.26, p=2.51� 10�11, hp

2 = 0.13, op= 1.00), but critically a sig-
nificant population � comparison interaction (F(4,338)= 3.86,
p=0.004, hp

2 = 0.04, op= 0.90). Paired t tests (Bonferroni cor-
rected for nine tests; 0.05/9= 0.0056) revealed Threat Inhibited R
values for danger/uncertainty to exceed those for uncertainty/
safety (t(25) = 3.31, p= 0.003), and danger/safety (t(25) = 4.11,
p=3.74� 10�4). Danger Excited R values for danger/uncertainty
exceed those for uncertainty/safety (t(54) = 3.24, p=0.002) and
danger/safety (t(54) = 4.21, p= 9.60� 10�5), but no differences
were observed for any cue pair in Bidirectional Valence neurons
(all t values , 2.1, all p values . 0.0056). Across all populations
and cue pairs, the greatest firing similarity was observed in
response to the danger and uncertainty cues generated by Threat
Inhibited neurons.

NAcc neurons do not signal fear output
NAcc neurons are known to alter firing around reward seeking
(Janak et al., 2004). It is therefore possible that observed danger

and uncertainty firing reflects nose poke sup-
pression. In other words, NAcc neurons may
signal fear output, not threat information. First,
to determine the cue firing pattern best describ-
ing each population, we used linear regression
to construct a tuning curve. For each single
unit, we calculated the mean normalized firing
rate for each 10 s cue (16 total: 4 danger, 8
uncertainty, and 4 safety trials). The cue firing
pattern regressor consisted of a numerical value
assigned to each cue. The values assigned to
danger (1.00) and safety (0.00) were fixed,
reflecting the shock probability assigned to each
cue. The value assigned to uncertainty was
incremented from 0 to 1 in 0.25 steps (0.00,
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00). Regression was separately
performed for each of the five uncertainty
assignments. Regression output was a beta coef-
ficient, quantifying the strength (greater dis-
tance from 0=stronger) and direction
(.0=positive; ,0=negative) of the predictive
relationship between each cue firing pattern
regressor and single-unit firing. A tuning curve
was constructed by averaging beta coefficients
across the 10 s cue for each cue firing pattern
regressor at each uncertainty assignment. The
extreme of the Threat Inhibited tuning curve
occurred at an uncertainty assignment of 0.75,
while the extremes of the tuning curves for
Danger Excited and Bidirectional Valence neu-
rons occurred at an uncertainty assignment of
0.50 (Fig. 7). Thus, the specific cue firing pattern
for each population constituted an exaggerated
threat signal that did not reflect the actual foot-
shock probability assigned to uncertainty (0.25).

Next, we used linear regression to deter-
mine the degree to which single-unit firing

reflected fear output versus exaggerated threat over cue presenta-
tion. For each single unit, we calculated the normalized firing
rate for each trial in 1 s bins from 2 s before cue onset through 10 s
cue presentation. The fear output regressor was the cue suppres-
sion ratio for that specific trial. The exaggerated threat regressor
was the cue firing pattern specific to the population. To deter-
mine the time course of fear output and exaggerated threat signal-
ing, we performed ANOVA for beta coefficients [factors: regressor
(fear output and exaggerated threat) and interval (1 s bins, from
2 s before cue onset to cue offset)].

Each NAcc population signaled exaggerated threat, but not
fear output. Exaggerated threat signaling was strongest during
early cue presentation. In support, ANOVA for Threat Inhibited
neurons (Fig. 8A) found a regressor � interval interaction
(F(11,264) = 2.32, p=0.01, hp2= 0.09, op= 0.95). Beta coefficients
for exaggerated threat, but not for the fear output, were shifted
below zero during early cue (mean= �0.97; 95% CI, �1.42,
�0.56) and late cue (mean= �0.47; 95% CI, �0.86, �0.05; Fig.
8B). Exaggerated threat and fear output beta coefficients differed
during early cue (mean= �0.92; 95% CI, �1.58, �0.32, but not
during late cue (mean= �0.36; 95% CI, �1.06, 0.43; Fig. 8B).
ANOVA for Danger Excited neurons (Fig. 8C) found a main
effect of regressor (F(1,53) = 6.64, p=0.01, hp

2 = 0.11, op= 0.72).
Beta coefficients exceeding zero were observed for exaggerated
threat during early cue (mean= 0.43; 95% CI, 0.22, 0.61), as well
as late cue (mean= 0.30; 95% CI, 0.06, 0.51), but not for the fear

Figure 5. Threat Excited and Non-Selective NAcc neuron firing. A, Mean normalized firing rate in response to danger
(D; red), uncertainty (U; purple), and safety (S; blue) is shown from 2 s before cue onset to cue offset for the Threat
Excited neurons (n= 5). Cue onset and offset are indicated by vertical black lines. SEM is indicated by shading. B, Mean
(bar) and individual (data points), normalized firing rate for Threat Excited neurons during onset (the first 1 s cue, left)
and late cue (the last 5 s cue, right) are shown for each cue (D, U, S). Colors are as in A. C, D, Identical graphs made for
Non-Selective neurons (n= 16), as in A and B. 195% bootstrap confidence interval for differential cue firing does not
contain zero.
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output (Fig. 8D). Exaggerated threat and fear
output beta coefficients differed during early cue
(mean=0.39; 95%CI, 0.10, 0.69), but not during
the late cue (mean=0.29; 95% CI, �0.05, 0.58;
Fig. 8D). ANOVA for Bidirectional Valence
neurons (Fig. 8E) revealed a main effect of
regressor (F(1,85) =6.22, p= 0.015, hp2= 0.07,
op=0.69) and a regressor� interval interaction
(F(11,935) = 2.56, p=0.003, hp2= 0.03, op=0.97).
Early beta coefficients were shifted below zero
for exaggerated threat (mean = �0.31; 95%
CI, �0.45, �0.16), but not for fear output
(mean = 0.08; 95% CI, �0.05, 0.20; Fig. 8F).
Exaggerated threat and fear output beta
coefficients differed during early cue
(mean = �0.39; 95% CI, �0.62, �0.12), but
not during the late cue (mean = �0.16;
95% CI, �0.40, 0.08; Fig. 8F).

Reward-related firing confirms NAcc
threat and Bidirectional Valence
populations
The goal of the current study was to examine
NAcc firing to threat and safety cues. While
our procedure was optimized to assess threat
cue firing, the use of conditioned suppression
permitted us to record activity around reward
delivery. To determine whether our cue-re-
sponsive neurons showed reward-related
firing, we aligned the firing of our three main
populations (Threat Inhibited, Danger Ex-
cited, Bidirectional Valence) to pellet feeder
advance (Fig. 9A). Activity was sampled
around rewards delivered during the intertrial
interval, avoiding contamination by cue and
footshock deliveries.

We performed ANOVA for normalized
firing rate [factors: population (Threat
Inhibited, Danger Excited, Bidirectional
Valence) and interval (16, 250 ms bins: 2 s
before and 2 s following pellet feeder
advance)]. ANOVA revealed a main effect of
interval (F(15,2430) = 3.83, p= 8.49� 10�7, hp

2

= 0.02, op= 1.00), but more critically, a popu-
lation � interval interaction (F(30,2430) = 1.72,
p=0.009, hp

2 = 0.02, op= 1.00). The interac-
tion was the result of Bidirectional Valence
neurons selectively increasing firing following
pellet feeder advance. ANOVA restricted to Bidirectional
Valence neurons found a main effect of interval (F(15,1290) = 8.78,
p=1.24� 10�19, hp

2 = 0.09, op= 1.00), while separate ANOVA
for Threat Inhibited and Danger Excited neurons found no main
effects of interval (F, 1.1, p. 0.4). Population firing patterns
were evident in single units (Fig. 9B–D). In Threat Inhibited and
Danger Excited neurons, pre-reward and post-reward firing dif-
fered neither from zero nor from each other (all 95% CIs con-
tained zero; Fig. 9B,C). By contrast, Bidirectional Valence firing
around zero before reward (mean= 0.04; 95% CI, �0.07, 0.13)
gave way to firing increases post-reward (mean=0.47; 95% CI,
0.28, 0.62), and post-reward firing exceeded pre-reward firing
(mean= 0.42; 95% CI, 0.21, 0.58; Fig. 9D).

Bidirectional Valence neurons, which increased firing follow-
ing pellet feeder advance, sustained firing decreases to danger,

and showed variable firing increases to safety onset, may gener-
ally signal valence. If this were the case, positive firing relation-
ships would be observed for safety onset (first 1 s cue) and
reward onset (first 250ms following feeder advance); and nega-
tive firing relationships would be observed for danger (10 s cue)
and reward onset (first 250ms following feeder advance). Threat
Inhibited neurons (Fig. 9E) showed a non-significant, negative
firing relationship between reward onset firing and safety onset
firing (R2 = 0.07, p=0.18), a significant, negative firing relation-
ship between reward onset firing and danger firing (R2 = 0.15,
p= 0.05), and these two correlations did not differ (Z = �0.50,
p=0.62). Danger Excited neurons (Fig. 9F) showed a non-signifi-
cant positive firing relationship between reward onset firing and
safety onset firing (R2 = 0.06, p=0.07), a non-significant, negative
firing relationship between reward onset firing and danger firing
(R2 = 0.06, p=0.07), but these two correlations differed (Z =�2.10,

Figure 7. NAcc tuning curves. Mean 6 SEM beta coefficients are shown for cue pattern regressor, during the 10 s
cue presentation, for each uncertainty assignment from 0 to 1 in 0.25 increments (0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00), for the
Threat Inhibited (n= 26, left), Danger Excited (n= 55, middle), and Bidirectional Valence (n= 91, right) neurons.

Figure 6. Temporal firing similarity by cue-responsive neurons. A–C, Firing similarity matrices between cue pairs [D,
danger (red); U, uncertainty (purple); S, safety (blue)] are depicted for Threat Inhibited (n= 26, gray; A), Danger Excited
(n= 55, pink; B), and Bidirectional Valence (n= 91, tan; C) neurons. Color scale for correlation coefficient (R) is shown,
with the greatest firing similarities shown in black (R= 1) and the least firing similarities shown in white (R= 0). D–F,
Mean (bar) and individual (data points) correlation coefficients (R): danger versus uncertainty (DU), uncertainty versus
safety (US), and danger versus safety (DS) are shown for each population. *Bonferroni t test, p, 0.05; ‡unpaired t test,
p, 0.05.
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p=0.035). Thus, neither Threat Inhibited nor Danger Excited neu-
rons are strong candidates for valence signaling.

Bidirectional Valence neurons (Fig. 9G) showed a significant,
positive relationship between reward onset firing and safety
onset firing (R2 = 0.08, p=0.006); a significant, negative relation-
ship between reward onset firing and danger firing (R2 = 0.12,
p=8.43� 10�4); and these two correlations significantly differed
(Z = �3.96, p= 7.70� 10�5). If neurons signal valence, opposing
firing changes should be observed to safety onset firing and dan-
ger firing. While Threat Inhibited neurons (R2 = 0.06, p= 0.24;

Fig. 9H) showed zero firing relationship,
Danger Excited neurons (R2 = 0.25, p= 1.17 -
� 10�4; Fig. 9I) and Bidirectional Valence
neurons (R2 = 0.06, p=0.015; Fig. 9J) showed
significant, negative firing relationships. The
results reveal selective threat signaling by
Threat Inhibited neurons, somewhat ambigu-
ous signaling by Danger Excited neurons, and
valence signaling by Bidirectional Valence
neurons.

Finally, NAcc populations showed mini-
mal firing changes around periods of natural
nose poke cessation occurring during the inter-
trial intervals, when no cues or footshocks were
presented (Fig. 10A). ANOVA for normalized
firing rate [factors: population (Threat Inhi-
bited, Danger Excited, Bidirectional Valence)
and interval (16, 250 ms bins: 2 s before and 2 s
following nose poke cessation)] found no main
effect of interval (F(15,2535) = 1.58, p=0.071, hp

2

= 0.01, op=0.90), but did find a population �
interval interaction (F(30,2535) = 2.18, p=2.35 -
� 10�4, hp

2 = 0.03, op=1.00). The interaction
was driven by modest Bidirectional Valence fir-
ing increases both before and after nose poke
cessation. In support, pre- and post-nose poke
cessation firing differed neither from zero nor
from each other for Threat Inhibited and
Danger Excited neurons (all 95% CIs contained
0; Fig. 10B,C). Pre- and post-nose poke cessa-
tion firing both exceeded zero, but did not differ
from each other for Bidirectional Valence neu-
rons (Fig. 10D). Finally, zero relationships were
observed between nose poke cessation (first
250ms following nose poke cessation) and cue
firing (safety onset, first 1 s cue; danger, 10 s
cue) for the three main populations (all R2 val-
ues , 0.02, all p values . 0.45; Fig. 10E–G).
Thus, NAcc cue firing reflects cue information,
not the resultant suppression of nose poking.

Discussion
We recorded NAcc single-unit activity while
female rats discriminated danger, uncertainty,
and safety cues. Demonstrating threat firing,
most NAcc neurons showed the greatest
firing changes in response to the shock-
associated cues: danger and uncertainty.
Heterogeneity in cue and reward firing led
us to identify distinct functional types.
Danger Excited neurons preferentially
increased firing to the danger cue and were
unresponsive to reward. Threat Inhibited
neurons decreased firing to danger and

uncertainty cues, and were also unresponsive to reward.
Bidirectional Valence neurons decreased firing in response
to the danger cue (negative valence) and increased firing in
response to reward delivery (positive valence).

Before discussing the organization of danger, threat, and va-
lence signaling within the NAcc and its relationship to a larger
network, several limitations should be noted. Our recordings
came exclusively from female rats. NAcc activity and function

Figure 8. NAcc neurons do not signal fear output. A, Mean6 SEM beta coefficients are shown for each regressor [ET,
exaggerated threat (dark green); FO, fear output (gray)], from 2 s before cue onset to cue offset in 1 s intervals for the
Threat Inhibited neurons (n= 26). Cue onset and offset are indicated by vertical black lines. B, Mean (bar) and individual
(data points) early cue (the first 5 s cue, left) and late cue (the last 5 s cue, right) beta coefficients for each regressor (ET
and FO) are shown for Threat Inhibited neurons (colors are as in A). C–F, Identical graph made for the Danger Excited
neurons (n= 55) and Bidirectional Valence neurons (n= 91), as in A and B. 195% bootstrap confidence interval for dif-
ferential beta coefficient does not contain zero. 195% bootstrap confidence interval for beta coefficient does not contain
zero (colored1 signs).
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have been reported to be similar across sexes (Lobo et al., 2010;
Cole et al., 2018; Gold et al., 2019; Soares-Cunha et al., 2020;
Strong et al., 2020). Previous studies from our laboratory have
found complete and comparable fear discrimination in females
and males (Walker et al., 2018, 2019). Nevertheless, we cannot

rule out the possibility that NAcc threat/reward signaling may
meaningfully differ by sex. Another consideration is that our be-
havioral design did not manipulate reward with the same nuance
as threat. A behavioral procedure in which 51 cues predict
unique shock and reward probabilities would be necessary to

Figure 9. Reward firing by cue-responsive neurons. A, Mean 6 SEM normalized firing rate to reward is shown 2 s before and 2 s after reward delivery (advancement of feeder) for the
Threat Inhibited (n= 26, gray), Danger Excited (n= 55, pink), and Bidirectional Valence neurons (n= 91, tan) neurons. Reward-related firing was extracted from intertrial intervals when no
cues or footshocks were presented. Feeder advance is indicated by the black arrow. SEM is indicated by shading. B–D, Mean (bar) and individual (data points) normalized firing rates for Threat
Inhibited (B), Danger Excited (C), and Bidirectional Valence (D) neurons are shown during the 250 ms interval prior (pre) to and 250 ms interval after (post) reward delivery. 195% bootstrap
confidence interval for differential reward firing does not contain zero. 195% bootstrap confidence interval for normalized firing rate does not contain zero (colored1 sign). E–G, Mean nor-
malized firing rate to cues (danger, 10 s cue, red; safety, the first 1 s cue, blue) versus reward is plotted for Threat Inhibited (E), Danger Excited (F), and Bidirectional Valence (G) neurons. H–J,
Mean normalized firing rate to danger (10 s cue) versus safety (the first 1 s cue) is plotted for Threat Inhibited (H), Danger Excited (I), and Bidirectional Valence (J) neurons. Trendline, the
square of the Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) and associated p value are shown. Fisher r-to-z transformations (Z) are shown. Colors are as in A.
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demonstrate complete Bidirectional Valence signaling by NAcc
neurons.

Consistent with prior studies (Berke, 2008; Gage et al., 2010;
Lansink et al., 2010; Sosa et al., 2020; Vachez et al., 2021), we
found that waveform peak–valley duration was bimodally dis-
tributed in cue-responsive NAcc neurons. Narrow waveforms
are consistent with FSIs, reflecting firing information confined
within the NAcc. Wide waveforms are consistent with MSNs, the
principal output neurons of the NAcc. Although one might
expect tight coupling of FSI and MSN firing patterns in vivo, this
has not been consistently observed (Lansink et al., 2010; Berke,
2011). Instead, FSI firing is often idiosyncratic and unrelated to
neighboring neurons. We found that the Danger Excited popula-
tion was primarily composed of putative FSIs, suggesting prefer-
ential danger processing within the NAcc. However, putative
FSIs were also observed in the Threat Inhibited and Bidirectional
Valence populations. Like in reward settings, the NAcc FSI threat
function remains enigmatic.

By contrast, more consistent firing patterns were observed in
putative MSNs. Wide-waveform NAcc neurons more universally
suppressed firing during danger cue presentation. Two distinct sig-
nals emerged, with Threat Inhibited neurons showing equivalent
firing inhibition to danger and uncertainty, but Bidirectional
Valence neurons showing preferential firing inhibition to danger.

Might these functional types correspond to different neuron types?
NAcc MSNs are primarily composed of two genetic types, GABA
neurons expressing D1 versus D2 receptors. It is tempting to specu-
late that Bidirectional Valence neurons are D1-MSNs. Rewarding
stimuli are proposed to activate D1-MSNs to a greater extent than
D2-MSNs (Hikida et al., 2016). NAcc D1 projections to the ventral
pallidum drive cocaine seeking (Pardo-Garcia et al., 2019). Rats will
optogenetically self-stimulate NAcc D1-MSNs at greater rates than
D2-MSNs (Cole et al., 2018). However, the NAcc does not respect
the traditional D1-direct versus D2-direct pathway like other subre-
gions of the striatum (Kupchik et al., 2015). Both NAcc D1- and
D2-MSNs project to the ventral pallidum. Depending on the stimu-
lation pattern, D1- and D2-MSNs can both drive approach and
avoidance behaviors (Soares-Cunha et al., 2020). Even more, a small
population of nucleus accumbens neurons appear to express both
D1 and D2 receptors (Le Moine and Bloch, 1996; Lee et al., 2006).
While tempting to speculate Bidirectional Valence neuron identity,
any conclusion reached would be premature.

Getting threat information to the NAcc seems obvious, as it
receives direct input from the basolateral amygdala (Christie et
al., 1987; Kita and Kitai, 1990; Brog et al., 1993; Li et al., 2018).
Less obvious is how NAcc threat information is output to a larger
network, as there are no reciprocal projections from the NAcc to
any amygdala subregion (Basar et al., 2010; Salgado and Kaplitt,

Figure 10. NAcc neurons are not responsive to nose poke cessation. A, Mean6 SEM normalized firing rate is shown 2 s before and 2 s after nose poke cessation for the Threat Inhibited
(ThI; n= 26; gray), Danger Excited (DE; n= 55; pink), and Bidirectional Valence (BV; n= 91; tan) neurons. Nose poke cessation is indicated by the black arrow. SEM is indicated by shading. B–
D, Mean (bar) and individual (data points) normalized firing rates for Threat Inhibited (B), Danger Excited (C), and Bidirectional Valence (D) neurons are shown during the 250 ms interval prior
(pre) to and 250 ms interval after (post) nose poke cessation. E–G, Mean normalized firing rate in response to cues (danger, 10 s cue, red; safety, the first 1 s cue, blue) versus nose poke cessa-
tion is plotted for Threat Inhibited (n= 26, gray; E), Danger Excited (n= 55, pink; F), and Bidirectional Valence (n= 91, tan; G) neurons. Trendline, the square of the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient (R2) and associated p value are shown. cz95% confidence interval contains zero.
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2015). Recent work from our laboratory suggests that the ventral
pallidum, which receives direct NAcc inputs, is a compelling can-
didate (Moaddab et al., 2021). Recording ventral pallidum sin-
gle-unit activity in the same fear discrimination procedure, we
revealed a large functional population signaling relative threat.
That is, many ventral pallidum neurons linearly decreased cue
firing according to footshock probability. The ventral pallidum is
anatomically linked to the amygdala, receiving inputs from the
central amygdala (Bourgeais et al., 2001; Knowland et al., 2017;
Tooley et al., 2018; Stephenson-Jones et al., 2020) and projecting
directly to the basolateral amygdala (Mitrovic and Napier, 1998;
Root et al., 2015). The NAcc is necessary to acquire overall fear
discrimination, but plays a more selective role in fear expression
(Ray et al., 2020). NAcc Threat Inhibited neurons may train up
relative threat signaling in the ventral pallidum during acquisi-
tion of fear discrimination. An enduring role for NAcc Threat
Inhibited neurons may be to rapidly classify safe versus threaten-
ing stimuli, reminiscent of rapid NAcc reward processing
(Richard et al., 2016; Ottenheimer et al., 2018).

Of course, the ventral pallidum is unlikely the sole recipient
of NAcc threat information. The NAcc projects directly to the
ventrolateral periaqueductal gray—a region long implicated in
fear output—that we are finding to more flexibly signal threat
probability (Usuda et al., 1998; Wright et al., 2019; Wright and
McDannald, 2019). The NAcc also projects directly to the retro-
rubral field, a midbrain region housing A8 dopamine neurons
(Deutch et al., 1988) that contains diverse signals for threat and
aversive outcome (Moaddab and McDannald, 2021). These pro-
jections provide a means by which NAcc threat firing may shape
firing across a larger threat network and ultimately shape threat
behavior.

We set out to reveal NAcc threat firing. At the same time, we
were able to record activity around reward delivery, a more fa-
miliar setting for investigation of NAcc function. Surprising to
us, Bidirectional Valence neurons, showing opposing firing
changes to positive and negative valence events, were the most
common type. Here we are referring to the valence of predictive
cues, rather than outcomes. The footshock cue is obvious—shock
was explicitly signaled through sound presentation via speaker.
However, reward firing also refers to a predictive auditory cue:
the sound of the feeder advance. Thus, both threat and reward
firing reflect auditory stimuli preceding biologically significant
events. NAcc Bidirectional Valence signaling is reminiscent of
dedicated valence signals in the basolateral amygdala, though in
the basolateral amygdala, positive and negative valence signals
are typically observed in distinct populations (Schoenbaum et al.,
1999; Paton et al., 2006; Beyeler et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016).
This includes basolateral amygdala neurons that show similar fir-
ing to reward and safety (Sangha et al., 2013). The NAcc may be
a site in which parallel inputs for positive and negative valence
from the basolateral amygdala converge. Interesting to us, the
ventral pallidum also contains Bidirectional Valence neurons
(Kaplan et al., 2020; Stephenson-Jones et al., 2020; Moaddab et
al., 2021). However, ventral pallidum neurons show more graded
firing changes that reflect the degree of threat and reward. The
NAcc and ventral pallidum may work in concert, with NAcc
neurons bidirectionally classifying valence extremes, and ventral
pallidum neurons reporting a Bidirectional Valence gradient
spanning threat and reward.

How do we reconcile the existence of Bidirectional Valence
neurons with prior work showing separate NAcc valence popula-
tions (Setlow et al., 2003) or even overlapping positive and nega-
tive valence populations (Roitman et al., 2005)? Recording in an

odor discrimination task, Setlow et al. (2003) found that most
NAcc neurons acquired firing to an odor predicting quinine
(negative valence). NAcc neurons rapidly acquiring selective qui-
nine odor firing had higher baseline firing rates (Setlow et al.,
2003). These quinine–cue excited neurons may be FSIs, like our
Danger Excited neurons. Negative valence signals generated
within the NAcc may span aversive taste and threat.

Recording in a purely pavlovian taste procedure, Roitman et
al. (2005) found that most NAcc neurons increased firing to su-
crose- and quinine-predictive cues. Even more, most neurons
that increased firing to the sucrose-predictive cue also increased
firing to the quinine-predictive cue, and vice versa (Roitman et
al., 2005). Our Bidirectional Valence findings run completely
counter to the findings of Roitman et al. (2005). What may be
going on? Although quinine and sucrose cues represent valence
extremes, both ultimately control orofacial behavior. A sucrose
cue elicits tongue protrusions, mouth movements, swallowing,
and additional specific behaviors (Grill and Norgren, 1978;
Kerfoot et al., 2007). A quinine cue elicits gaping, rejection
movements, and additional behaviors nonoverlapping with the
sucrose cue. Bidirectional Valence neurons may increase firing
following reward in part to organize specific orofacial and behav-
ioral responding; but a decrease in firing following the danger
cue to suppress all forms of taste-related behavior.

Here we have shown that the NAcc contains distinct neuronal
populations signaling threat and Bidirectional Valence. Combined
with our previous work showing that NAcc activity is necessary for
normal fear discrimination (Ray et al., 2020), the present results
reveal the NAcc to be an essential component of the threat network
of the brain. Our results provide a functional framework for threat
and valence processing within the NAcc, working to more fully
map neural circuits for threat.
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